
 

The Dictionary project is a Nonprofit organization and was started in the year 

1995 to provide free personal copies of dictionaries to 3rd grade students in 

North Carolina Public School. Since then it has now grown into a full blown 

national organization. Till date, over 30 million dictionaries have been donated 

to children through The Dictionary Project in the United States as well as 

internationally. The funding comes through individual donations as well as 

through sponsors who have implemented the program in the schools in their 

local area. 

The project has expanded many-fold since it was featured on the front page of Wall Street Journal in 2002. It has been 

adopted in United States, Canada and various other countries across the world. Anyone can participate in this project 

by sponsoring a program to give dictionaries to children in their community. 

 

The Challenge – Why did we do it? 

The organization behind The dictionary project wanted to give a new look and 

feel to their online website which was a major source of fund raising and finding 

sponsors for them. They also wanted to simplify the overall process of helping 

the sponsors find schools in United States where they could donate and also 

place an order for the dictionary(s) of their choice as available in the product 

catalog.   

The idea was to have better user experience as well as being able to manage the products more easily. Also to improve 

the overall scalanility, availablity and security of the website, it was decided to move to azure as the preferred cloud 

based hosting for managing the application. 

Our Solution – What did we do? 

 

As per the existing website of the dictionary project, the new website was to have a new 

theme and better CMS capabilities. To come up with the best solution, a content 

management system was suggested. After weighing various pros and cons it was decided to 

go with Sitefinity cloud based solution as the choice for the CMS and the main development 

platform. A new theme was chosen and it was decided that the frontend would be 

implemented in Angular. 

All the pages of the existing website were studied, so that the pages in the new website could be designed and 

developed accordingly to capture all the functional and business requirements.  

The pages were designed per the selected theme and the backend coding was carried in Sitefinity and .Net and 

Technousa delivered the below for the dictionary project: 

 Setting up the cloud based Sitefinity website as a UAT environment. 

 Home page with a dictionary with flip action so as to simulate the actual reading through a dictionary. This was 

to display word of the day for last 7 days. Apart from that the home page had other important sections / links 

for the website. 

 Developing the News module to manage the news from the backend with the required CRUD operations and 

displaying the same in the frontend as per the new theme. 



 The sponsor a project section was divided into various sections to enable the intended sponsor to fill in the 

school information, find schools and then navigate to the dictionaries / products page which would contain 

various dictionaries. 

 The sponsor can select and order boxes of dictionaries as per his preference. The complete checkout process 

was made smooth and simple with online payment taking place through Authorized.net. 

 The sponsor could add the dictionaries to the cart or also compare them before making the final decision. 

 The product comparison page presented with the comparison between various dictionaries based on various 

details of each dictionary. 

 The registration and login functionality was also implemented along with other trivial functionality like About, 

Information, Contact us, etc. 

 Many SEO related customizations were also implemented for on page optimizations. 

 

Our Process – How did we do it? 

 





The Results and the Benefits 

The new theme and improved functionality implemented on the latest technology stack 

gives an upper edge to the dictionary project website to get many more sponsors and also 

maintain the existing ones. The easy navigation and modern design allows the users to 

browse through the website and get a clear picture about the vision of the dictionary 

project.  
 



Contact Us 

 

To know how we can do more for your business, contact us at any of the following: 

Company Address 
317,417 Pearl’s Corporate, W Mall, Mangalam Place,  
Sector-3, Rohini, 
New Delhi – 110085. 

 Phone 

India: +91 011 47097432 
            +91 011 47016226 

USA : 001 (716-941-7348) 

UK and Europe: +44-020-3002-7885 

 Email sales@technousa.com 

 

 


